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With increased government scrutiny on the origin of goods as well as an ever-growing demand by consumers for 
details on the environmental and social impact of their goods, supply chain transparency is no longer aspirational, 
it’s a necessity for today’s organizations. Having full visibility to the source of goods not only helps build brand 
loyalty but can ensure goods arrive without any delays. A lack of supply chain transparency stunts growth and can 
even stop operations.

Too many companies rely on shared folders, emails, and disconnected procedures to manage the data collection 
and ongoing engagement with their suppliers. There are hundreds of touchpoints from the initial identification of 
a potential supplier, through the onboarding process, ongoing auditing, and eventual off-boarding of the supplier. 
Having a structured system that includes an online tool to leverage existing supplier connections, multi-party 
workflow, and alerts is critical to managing all partner engagements efficiently.

The Infor Nexus™ Trading Partner Management solution empowers companies to enhance transparency across their 
supply chains. The tool enables companies to gather information regarding their partners’ capabilities, business 
practices, certifications, business partners and regulatory compliance in the form of questionnaires. Information can 
be provided directly by the supplier, by individuals within the buyer’s organization or trusted third parties. Corrective 
Action Plans can be raised and tracked through the tool.

A fully configurable tool, Infor Nexus Trading Partner Management helps organizations create successful processes 
based on their specific needs. Data collected in the tool can be combined with third-party systems and transactional 
data to paint a comprehensive picture of the partner and reduce data entry requirements.
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Trading Partner Management benefits:

Efficient supplier assessment and onboarding

• Collect data from suppliers across tiers down to the source

• Get visibility to suppliers’ hierarchy and partnerships

• Trigger Nexus onboarding process from information gathered

Transparency on sustainability practices

• Collect data (from suppliers and third parties) with 
custom surveys

• Reuse templates and processes to improve data quality 
and reduce redundancy

• Communicate requirements to suppliers at any level of the 
supply chain

Audit tracking

• Collect and store all audit data in one platform

• Identify potential risks, record findings, and follow up with 
corrective action plans

• Assess supplier performance through reports

You can get even more from Trading Partner Management when 
you use it with the broader Nexus Supplier Collaboration 
products such as:

• Factory Management

• Financial Supply Chain Management

• Quality Management

Take the first step to increase the transparency of your supply 
chain, learn more about Trading Partner Management here.
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Infor builds business software for specific industries in the cloud. With 17,000 employees and over 65,000 customers in 
more than 170 countries, Infor software is designed for progress. To learn more, please visit www.infor.com.
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Navigate to Trading Partner Profiles, Engagements, Questionnaire, Findings, Actions 
to interact with partners and Reference Lists for configuration.

Assigned by Buyer for Partners to complete on PC or mobile. Partners can answer 
on behalf of other organizations.

Trading Partner Management homepage
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